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EMPLOYER SKILL NEEDS
LARGELY SATISFIED IN BRITAIN?

• Only 10% of establishments report either
skill-related recruitment difficulties or skill
gaps among existing staff

• Number of jobs which require no formal
qualifications now substantially exceed the
total number of unqualified people



POSSIBLE UNDER-REPORTING
OF SKILL PROBLEMS?

• Limitations of telephone interviews with
single respondents

• Case studies find not all skill shortcomings
are necessarily recognised as such by
managers

BUT PERHAPS JUST

• Relatively low demand for skills in Britain?



INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
OF MATCHED SAMPLES OF

ESTABLISHMENTS
• Tendency for British producers to focus on less

elaborate, less complex types of product which

command relatively low market prices (eg in

kitchen furniture, clothing, biscuits)

• More recent UK-German auto components
comparison: some German suppliers specialise in
manufacturing high value added components and
sub-assemblies which are simply not made any
more in Britain.



PRODUCT STRATEGY SPECTRA

Low value added High value added

goods and services���� ----------------------------------------------���� goods and services

Competitive success largely Able to compete successfully at

dependent on keeping price low���� -------------------����premium prices

Low specification products���� ------------------------------����High-specification products

(less complex to produce)

High-volume production Low-volume production

(little customisation)���� --------------------------------------���� (m ore customer-specific)

Low skill requirements���� --------------------------------���� Highly skill-intensive



SOME PROBLEMS IN CATEGORISING
PRODUCT STRATEGIES

• Some high value goods produced in large volumes
(eg, components for luxury cars in Germany)

• ‘Premium prices’ may simply reflect effects of
advertising rather than product complexity

• Scope for ‘mass customisation’ in many product
areas

• Some luxury services are more labour-intensive
than skill-intensive

• Enterprises may pursue mix of high and low value
added strategies (‘market segmentation’)



POLICY ISSUES

• Key issue for British policy-makers is whether
existing low value added, low skill product strategies
are sustainable

• In some industries majority of enterprises may be able
to rely on strong domestic market for basic-quality
standardised goods and services

• In others enterprises may be forced by market
competition to move up-market in product mix,
especially if exposed to foreign trade

• In this context hitherto unrecognised gaps may emerge
between current skill levels and those required for
future success in competitive markets



MAIN HYPOTHESES

• High (low) value added product strategies likely to be
positively (negatively) associated with the degree of
exposure to foreign trade at industry level

• Workforce skill levels likely to be positively associated
with high value added product strategies at enterprise or
establishment level

• Export performance is likely to be positively associated
with the adoption of high value added product strategies
at enterprise or establishment level



EMPLOYERS SKILLS SURVEY 2001

• Nationally representative telephone survey of 27,031
establishments in England

• This study focusses on 3287 private sector
manufacturing establishments

• 41% of these establishments in engineering sectors,
remainder in sectors such as chemicals, publishing and
printing, food and drink and textiles and clothing

• Just under two thirds of establishments were primarily
production sites (remainder administration, sales or
R&D locations)



DERIVATION OF PRODUCT
STRATEGY MEASURE

Table 3: Results of correlation and factor analysis carried out on
establishment ratings of production and product characteristics

A: Correlations

Production
volumes

Product
complexity

Price-
dependence

Product
quality

Production volumes 1
Product complexity -0.03 1
Price-dependence 0.00 0.25*** 1
Product quality -0.06 0.51*** 0.32*** 1

n=3827
***: statistically significant at 1% level

B: Variable loadings on ‘product strategy’ factor

Product complexity 0.80
Price-dependence 0.63
Product quality 0.83



PRODUCT STRATEGY VARIATION
WITHIN AND BETWEEN SECTORS

T able 4: Product strategy scores, analysed by sector

N M ean M edian
Q uartile

deviation/
m edian

Food, drink, tobacco 341 0.11 0.31 2.68
Textiles, c lo th ing & leather
products

225 -0.14 -0.29 -3.19

W ood & paper products,
pub lish ing & prin ting

672 -0.02 -0.23 -3.19

C hem icals, rubber, p lastic & other
non-m eta llic m inera l products

638 -0.31 -0.29 -2.34

Basic m eta ls & fabrica ted m eta l
products

761 -0.05 -0.03 -16.70

M echanica l engineering 349 0.26 0.08 5.88
E lectrica l, e lectron ic & optica l
equ ipm ent

348 0.30 0.45 1.98

Transport equ ipm ent 263 0.41 0.57 1.12



Figure 1: Mean product strategy scores and average value added, analysed by sector
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RESULTS OF ESTABLISHMENT-
LEVEL ANALYSES (1)

• After controlling for sector, region and other
factors, adoption of a ‘high-end’ product strategy
found to be significantly and positively associated
with foreign ownership and with a market
orientation beyond local and regional level

• Type of product strategy adopted unrelated to
production volumes and only affected in very
small way by establishment size



RESULTS OF ESTABLISHMENT-
LEVEL ANALYSES (2)

• Workforce skills measure positively related to adoption
of a high-end product strategy but coefficient is fairly
small and is only significant when analysis confined to
production sites alone

• Most striking is positive and significant relationship
between workforce skills measure and establishment
orientation to regional, national and European markets
(as compared to local markets)

• Furthermore, export share of sales at establishment level
found to be significantly and positively related to both
the adoption of a high-end product strategy and to
workforce skill levels



ASSESSMENT

• Results provide quantitative support for notions of a
correspondence between product quality and skill
requirements (hitherto reliant on qualitative evidence)

• Also help to explain apparently low overall levels of
employer demand for skill in British manufacturing,
eg, 46% of all manufacturing establishments primarily
oriented to local or regional markets

• Policy implications unclear until acquire better
information on:
– sustainability of existing product strategies

– extent of mismatch between present skill levels and future
skill requirements



FUTURE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

• Extend analysis at sector and establishment level

to service industries

• Develop new measures of ‘sustainability’ of

different product strategies

• Develop better theoretical understanding of how

enterprises formulate product and skills resourcing

strategies


